Abstract

The aim of this paper is to question the notion of multilinguality, claiming that one cannot go above (or below) contrastive studies based on translation (which is a directional activity).

After defending this standpoint in abstract terms in the context of machine translation, I proceed by considering punctuation. This somewhat unusual subject was chosen because of its a priori easy definition (as opposed to e.g. tense and aspect, or part-of-speech) and, also, because of its special status in natural language processing, which will be commented upon more in detail below.

Having discussed some issues of punctuation in general, I turn to a brief description of differences between the use of punctuation marks in Portuguese, English and Norwegian.

As the empirical base, I analyse more closely the use of the colon and direct speech marking with the help of examples in the English Norwegian Parallel Corpus (ENPC). Based on the situations actually encountered in the language pairs English-Portuguese, English-Norwegian, and Norwegian-English, I discuss the possible multilingual options for handling these punctuation marks, concluding that the best way is to keep the several corresponding bilingual systems side to side.

To conclude, I express a warning against the concept of multilingual (aligned) corpora in general, presenting some additional arguments that make their constitution less appealing. The bottom line of the final section is thus: Carefully designed bilingual corpora are more appropriate for interlanguage comparison.
• either translation into a language-independent representation (top-right of Fig. 1)
• or translation between language dependent representations (bottom right of Fig. 1)

Everyone is aware of the advantage of the first possibility — which is not to say that it is possible in most domains. The hypothesis that it is possible to find it for general purpose systems has never been proved. In fact, if failed attempts could count as proofs of non-existence, it would have been ruled out long ago.

Even though in principle the inner box on the top right handside of Figure 1 could do much more than "mere" translation, the question of multilingual systems strikingly resembles the old question of machine translation (MT) architecture. And this is more so, because most knowledge that people might want to access is actually in natural language (and thus requires linguistic processing, and not other sorts of processing); and because machine translation itself has been repeatedly claimed to need all sorts of inference and non trivial processing in order to perform satisfactorily. So, I use MT to make my point about multilinguality.

There is a tradition in the machine translation literature that considers a sort of continuum between language dependency and depth of analysis, considering transfer as an engineering option. Such a view is illustrated in the left of Figure 2.

This was, however, already considered naive by Tsujii, one of the best-known MT developers, in his position paper at Coling'86, Tsujii (1986). Another possible model, displayed for example in Santos (1988:5), was the one on the right of Figure 2, where a residual fixed distance between languages could
not be overcome, no matter how deep an analysis, leading therefore to the conclusion that transfer is necessary. Such a residual fixed distance can also be related to Nitta's (1986) "idiosyncratic gap".

Now, I see no reason to expect that any depth of analysis of one language brings that language closer to another, and therefore the diagram that I believe to be right is the one of Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image)

One can, of course, analyse any source-language text with the view to translate it into a target-language text. Such an analysis results in making the original text closer to the target language, in that one analyses the source text in terms of the categories of the target language. But, even if one claims to be using an interlingual representation, one is really seeing the source language through the eyes of the target language.

The intermediate representations are not language independent, they are language-pair dependent. My contention is that one always needs contrastive knowledge to be able to bridge the distance between two languages.

This is, by the way, also one of the conclusions reached by Tsujii in 1986: "the understanding results in such a system have to be specific to language pairs and not language universal" (1986:662), as displayed in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image)

Ultimately, the question of how to encode such contrastive knowledge is an engineering decision: contaminating the source language analysis with target language-relevant information or providing strict separation between contrastive and monolingual information are design criteria, not linguistically motivated options.

Still, one might hope to derive transitively contrastive information for other pairs. I.e., if one knew the contrast between A and B and B and C, one could automatically get the contrast between A and
C, without having to study it. This is, unfortunately, not possible due to the phenomenon of (contrastive) vagueness; see Santos (1997a). Figure 5 illustrates this fact by means of bilingual lexicographic material\textsuperscript{1} from Norwegian to English, Norwegian to Portuguese, and Norwegian to English having Portuguese as intermediate pass.

\textbf{treffe} \begin{sloppypar}
\textit{pir} acerter (em cheio/no alvo); \textit{par} \rightarrow
\textbf{treffe} 2 \textit{t} (\textit{treffendt}) cruzar-se/ser (de
cara\textit{a}/deparar/ir dar/topar com, encontrar com)
alg (na rua etc). (trife bekjenskap med) tra
car conhecimento com; \textit{ramme} atingir, dar a (\textit{a} o
golpe atingiu-o na cabeça, o sol
deu-lhe na cara); (\textit{estado mot}) chocar/embater
com/contra/em, dar contra (\textit{em resposta}); \textit{finn}
from n) acertar com/em, atinar com (o sentido/
tom etc); (avalse a) \rightarrow en (\textit{t/n} ...)
comparar) \textit{ter com alg (a ...); fale/sejou se trufar estar
senhdo, enlar/enterar a carapuca; \textit{faile se trufar an noe
tornar ac a peito; \textit{ikke} \textit{hevandre
desencantar-se.}}
\end{sloppypar}

\textbf{treffe} \textit{hit; meet (with); come across; bump into}

\textbf{Figure 5}

Compared with the right translations (at the bottom of Figure 5), one would have obtained as additional (and mistaken) translations for Norwegian \textit{treffe} the English \textit{discover}, \textit{adapt}, \textit{succeed}, etc.

In sum, this discussion amounts to the following points:

1. A multilingual system of a non-trivial kind requires translation across more than one language pair, i.e., it requires contrastive information for at least two different language pairs

2. Contrastive information is essentially language-pair dependent

3. It is not possible to derive contrastive information transitively for other pairs, due to the pervasiveness of contrastive vagueness

On the basis of this, I conclude that one cannot escape the need to study translation for each language pair (more precisely, for each direction of translation).

In other words, multilinguality does not exist over and above bilinguality, i.e., over and above translation from one language into another. Or, no matter how a multilingual system is designed, it will have to incorporate bilingual systems based on (directional) translation.

In order to show that it makes no sense to generalize, or create a higher-order notion of multilinguality which is qualitatively different from the study of two languages in contrast, I will discuss the concrete question of punctuation.

\section{2. Some points on punctuation}

Punctuation is pertinent to a discussion of multilinguality because it seems “the same” across (at least Western) languages. Showing the multiple problems it actually involves is thus an effective way to illustrate my point. After some general remarks, I will discuss the possible “multilingual” solutions to handle the colon and direct speech, in a system comprising Norwegian, Portuguese and English.

\subsection{2.1 Punctuation as a linguistic system}

Punctuation pertains to the written language, supposedly the counterpart of intonation and prosody. This has, however, been challenged by Nunberg (1990), who claims that it should be studied as a linguistic system in its own right:

“punctuation is usually regarded as a (highly imperfect and limited) device for transcribing certain
of the prosodic and pausal features of speech. (...) the picture is both empirically unwarranted and theoretically incoherent. (...) It may turn out that punctuation and intonation are sometimes used to convey the same kinds of information, just as the English passive and the Romance reflexive do; but that should not be a starting point for the analysis of either system"

Formally, punctuation consists of a small vocabulary which gives clues as to how to interpret (and consequently read aloud) a written text. Closely connected with it are graphical conventions like paragraph, table of contents, footnotes, etc.

Traditionally, punctuation is perhaps the module of language competence most difficult to master in every language, probably because it pertains only to the written mode. In this respect, Franckel's (1989:25, my translation) remark is particularly relevant:

"that some rules are violatable by native speakers means that the system has some degrees of freedom [...] the fact itself that they are taught witnesses an immediate consciousness of their existence, if not of their organization. We can therefore, simplifying a little, state that the degree of epilinguistic conscience of the rules is inversely proportional to their necessity."

2.2 Punctuation as a style norm

Punctuation "rules" are extensively discussed in style manuals (see e.g. the references cited in note 13), as well as being a recurring theme in the newspaper's popular advice columns on "good language use".

It is probably undeniable that to know how to write well in one language requires one to internalize what is considered a good distribution of punctuation marks. See for instance the wide-spread Norwegian slogan "It is not a shame to write a dot".2

In a parallel fashion, style checkers do spend a lot of effort on this matter. In addition, they sometimes provide readability indexes based on formulae where sentence length figures prominently.

It is true, however, that there seems to be two kinds of punctuation: the reliable one (dots, exclamation and question marks) and the unreliable one (all the rest). The latter are generally misused, and only specialists can confidently be trusted as far as their proper use is concerned. Commas are the most obvious example of such a chaotic situation.

2.3 Punctuation in natural language processing

It is interesting to note that "reliable" punctuation has acquired an important status in natural language processing – where, as Engh (forthcoming) correctly points out, there is no way to isolate subsystems and ignore the rest of the language as uninteresting:

Almost all NL analysers of running text (for Western languages) have a sentence separator module (pre-processor, tokenizer, "normalizer", etc.) that divides input based on punctuation marks. This gives punctuation a key role in parsing. In fact, I know of no system that can recover from a deficient sentence partitioning.

Also, almost all parallel text analysers use punctuation (again, usually the "reliable" punctuation) for their first processing: sentence alignment. ("Sentence" being defined precisely as what lies between two major punctuation marks.) As will be discussed below, this is not without problems either.

Perhaps, this is also the right moment to ask: What is the significance of the universally used measure "rate of one-to-one versus other sentence pairings"? It may reflect the complexity of the alignment process itself, but can it be taken to represent a fair guess of freeness of translation? Not if the language pair in question has obligatory translation of two clauses linked by a particular connective X into two sentences... Can it be taken as a good indicator of differences between languages? What if the only difference was punctuation itself, as ";." translates into ";."? It is true that this is one difference among others, but should it be taken as more important than any other difference? Irrespective of the

---

2 The first rule in the set of ten commandments for the proper use of Norwegian, hanging in the Nordic Department of the University of Oslo.
answer one gives to the above question, it is undeniable that punctuation has a special status in the alignment world.

Interestingly, it seems that there is a boom on computational studies of punctuation right now. While this is not the proper place to review the claims and achievements of those works, to some extent they point to conclusions that add to my points here: For example, Grefenstette & Tapanainen (1994), looking at the Brown corpus, show that it is not as easy as one might expect to distinguish sentence-final ("reliable"?) punctuation from the one used in abbreviations and other idiosyncracies. Briscoe (1994), and Briscoe and Carroll (1996) apply a text grammar based on Nunberg (1990) which covers 99.8% of the sentences but which yields thousands of analyses in 0.1% of the cases: "a text sentence containing eight commas (and no other punctuation) will have 3170 analyses. The multiple uses of commas cannot be resolved without access to (at least) the syntactic context of occurrence." (Briscoe & Carroll, 1996:140). They claim that "To our knowledge these are the first experiments which objectively demonstrate the utility of punctuation for resolution of syntactic ambiguity and improvement of parser coverage." (ibidem:147).

Jones (1994; 1996), not surprisingly, reaches the same conclusion, although in a different task: the insertion of punctuation marks in transcribed speech.

In any case, and as soon as one begins to look at the actual (messy) performance data, there is no doubt that punctuation hangs together with the rest of the linguistic signs, no matter whether one emphasizes their interrelationship (like in the quote of Briscoe & Carroll above) or rather contrast their utility, as opposed to lexical clues, as is done by Doran (1996:9): "the direct/indirect split is not the correct one, and [...] the choice of the verb and the other punctuation marks involved are [sic] more informative than the quotation marks".

2.4 Punctuation in contrastive studies

I have already mentioned that many alignment systems relied on punctuation. But also studies on the actual texts aligned have been directed or influenced by punctuation matters.

For example, Wikberg's (1996) study on questions in English and Norwegian, by selecting punctuation marks as reliable indicators of a linguistically interesting category, also demonstrates the importance of punctuation in corpus-based studies, cf.: "The '?' is a strong punctuation mark in the sense that it is a fairly reliable graphical Q-marker." (Wikberg, 1996:18) It is therefore specially interesting to note that in the rest of Wikberg's paper a fair number of cases is presented where the use of '?' is not consistent across translation.

Baker (1996) cites Johansson on the increase of sentence length in translated text in both directions English to Norwegian and Norwegian to English as evidence for the "universal" feature of explicitation; and Johansson and Ebeling (1996) present a first exploration of the ENPC relying heavily on punctuation. Baker also claims that changes of punctuation in translated text reveal what she calls standardization; while, as I pointed out in Santos (1997b), punctuation translationese is an overwhelming phenomenon in children's literature translated into Portuguese.

3. The use of punctuation is highly language dependent

Even though most Western languages use the same (punctuation) vocabulary, it is also well-known that there are significant differences between them, i.e., each language has its own conventions and preferences.3

3 This is actually only part of the truth: Spanish inverted question marks, or Portuguese travessão (the long dash) had no place in lower ASCII, while the apostrophe is central in English but very marginal in Portuguese, and reticências (one proper character in typing machines and for all purposes in school in Portugal) is called in English "tree dots" and actually implemented as such in most character sets.
3.1 Some random examples

Let me cite a few by way of illustration:

- "It is not a shame to write a dot" vs. "It is not a shame to have a paragraph longer than a page."
  This is a somewhat anecdotal description of the differences between Norwegian, on the one hand, and German – and possibly most Romance languages – on the other. Fabricius-Hansen (forthcoming) uses the concept of information density to explain this contrastive fact.
- A comma is obligatory before an integrating clause in German, forbidden in Portuguese or English.
- A comma is obligatory after a restrictive relative clause in Norwegian, forbidden in Portuguese and English.
- A comma obligatorily surrounds rhetorical sentential adverbs in Portuguese, but it is forbidden in Norwegian.
- A comma is required after a sentence initial adverb or prepositional phrase in English, but forbidden in Norwegian4 and optional in Portuguese.

Even "reliable" punctuation marks do not behave the same way:

- In English, one can have ? or ! followed by a semi-colon or even by a comma, but that is not allowed in Portuguese, nor in Norwegian. Examples from Nunberg (1990:26;66-67):
  - A quorum?; not on your life.
  - What we want to know is when?, but he has told us only why.
  - I am puzzled (who is he?).
  - I am annoyed (he is a fool!).

- Neither is it considered good style to have a coordination with e ('and') of an affirmative and an interrogative or exclamative clause in Portuguese, something which does not seem to be a problem for writers of English, as these strange-looking coordinations in translated Portuguese show: 5
  - Acompanhou-os até à toca dos coelhos e ali estavam todos os carros!
  - 'He accompanied them to the rabbit hole and there were all the cars!'

3.2 Direct speech in the three languages

Direct speech conventions in English, Norwegian, and Portuguese differ considerably. In fact, direct speech has been signalled as one of the major sources for misalignment for the English-Portuguese pair in Santos (1994); likewise, Johansson and Ebeling (1996:8) note that "differences in paragraphing seem to be mainly due to slightly different ways of representing dialogue".

It seems thus appropriate to look closer at the conventions in the three languages.

In English, direct speech (or at least its first "chunk") is part of the clause where a speech verb is expressed or left implicit, and is signalled by double quotes. Sometimes the author uses colon, other times a comma, sometimes nothing.

In Portuguese, direct speech is marked with paragraph and an initial long dash, possibly interrupted by a sentence expressing the speech verb. If the clause containing the speech verb precedes the direct speech, it ends in colon. If, instead of direct speech, one describes thought, then it is expressed inside "quotes" just like in English.

The following real examples from the ENPC help to show the variety of both languages. On purpose, they were all extracted from the same book(s) (Strong Medicine by Arthur Hailey and its
translation into Brazilian Portuguese, *Remédio Amargo*).7

E: <p>He told her, deadpan, "Love can happen to the elderly, too."</p>
P: <p>Ele comentou, com uma expressão impassível: "O amor também pode acontecer aos velhos."</p>

E: <p>Then, with a quiet, "Good night, John," to the husband, he went out.</p>
P: <p>Depois, em tom mais suave, ele acrescentou para o marido, ao se retirar: "Boa noite, John."</p>

E: <p>Reliving, mentally, the events of three days earlier, Andrew said "You'll have to make allowance for my having been a little dazed at the time."</p>
P: <p>Reconstituindo mentalmente os acontecimentos dos últimos três dias, Andrew comentou: "Espero que me dê o devido desconto por me encontrar um tanto atordoado na ocasião."</p>

E: <p>She would ask, "Can I help you?" to which the reply was usually, "When will he be free?"</p>
P: <p>E indagava: "Em que posso servi-lo?" A resposta era quase que invariável: "Quando ele estará livre?"</p>

E: <p>"There'd be one for us," his wife explained patiently, "then one each for the children, and after they're born we'll want live-in help, so that's one more."</p>
P: <p>"Um quarto para nós, dois para as crianças e mais um para a empregada que precisaremos depois que nascerem."</p>

Note that when the speech verb follows the direct speech, or is embedded in it, structural differences between English and Portuguese are much smaller. One could actually talk of a simple replacement of English quotes by Portuguese long dashes (but there is no endquote in Portuguese):8

E: <p>"That's better," he said as they lay down where the clothes had been.</p>
P: <p>"Assim é melhor — disse ele, quando se deitaram sobre o lugar em que antes se encontravam as roupas."</p>

E: <p>Just the same," Sam Hawthorne put in quietly, "Mrs. Jordan has a point."</p>
P: <p>"Mesmo assim, — interveio Sam Hawthorne, suavemente, — a Sra. Jordan tem um argumento forte."</p>

It should also be said that, sometimes, translators into Portuguese do copy down the English punctuation marks as they are, as the following example shows:

---

6 This was the first English to Portuguese translation whose alignment I revised, and it certainly made an impression on me that, out of 128 non 1-1 alignment cases, 70 were due to the systematic differences in direct speech coding between the two languages.

7 To make the examples more readable, all SGML tags encoding information not relevant for the point at hand were replaced by the actual original features they were meant to encode. Namely, long dashes, italics, and non-English characters are displayed, not SGML-encoded. <s> and <p> tags were however left to make it clear which sentence and paragraph boundaries were involved.

8 An alternative way of describing this difference is to say that quotation is signalled by one-way delimiters in Portuguese and two-way delimiters in English. It is also interesting to note that in English the main clause seems to be the one of the speech verb, while in Portuguese the speech clause is a parenthetical one, and thus a subordinate clause.
Celia started to say, "Do we have time?" but was unable to finish because Andrew was kissing her.

One might classify this example as translationese; on the other hand, it is undoubtedly the case that the English punctuation allows for a more complex embedding than Portuguese.

In Norwegian, on the other hand, the situation is not so clear: it seems that the Portuguese way (long dash and paragraph) is used in books, but the English way (with colon obligatory) is used in ordinary language. In other words, there is a sharp separation between typesetters' rules and the layman's knowledge. I present some examples to show the diversity; the first set coming from Norwegian original text, the second from translated Norwegian:

En utålmodig stemme hadde sagt: – Nei, du må vri.
Da jeg så annonsen idag, tenkte jeg: Endelig!
Malvin Paulsen sa:
– Vi kunne kanske ta et glass sammen og minnes Hans Georg.
Han strøk hånden over haken: "Det kan vi leve foruten," sa han.
Professor Castberg presiserer:
"Det ligger i sakens natur at det i et demokratisk monarki ...
Så hørte hun at hun selv sa: – Jeg vil ikke dra.
– Det begynner å bli latterlig, sa Martin, og stemmesteg og ble rasende etter som han snakket: – Et som lite sted som dette er, ...
Hun holdt fram en bolle varm geitemelk: – Drikk dette, sa hun.
Nå slengte hun kåpen over en stol og sa langsomt, med vekt på hvert ord:
"Ammoniakk.
Alice Mair sa rolig: "God dag, Ryan," men uten å vente noe svar, lot det til.
Og når en mann sier: "Gud er mannlig," kjenner mange kvinner det som om de har mistet retten til å be.
Aila åpnet døren og i ansiktet hennes (...) leste han en så umiddelbar forståelse og frykt at han, som aldri hadde kommet hjem til læreren før, glapp ut med noe uhøyré tåpelig: Jeg gikk tilfeldigvis forbi...

In any case, this description of direct speech conventions highlights some differences in the use of the colon in the three languages, so I looked into the colon occurrences in a little more detail.

3.3 The use of the colon in the three languages

Very briefly, one might describe the main functions of the English colon as explicitation (i.e., paraphrasable by "namely"), explanation and extended direct speech, as illustrated respectively in (a), (b) and (c).

(a) All families behave alike: on this planet, "The King gives the key into the keeping of the Queen".
(b) No giant is going to come along and suck out all the water for you: that magic stuff is not going to help.
(c) Before we finish this discussion of the wound and the genius, we must ask the question: What gender might the water be?

As usual, the classifications are NOT meant to be mutually exclusive: best uses of whatever linguistic device are those in which it is able to convey more than one of its functions – in other words, be vague –, as I argued for in detail in Santos (1997a).

In Portuguese, one could say that the colon serves direct speech rendering (previously illustrated),

---

9 Due to space limits and to the fact that the majority of readers will understand Norwegian, I do not present the English rendering of these examples.

explanation, and the "namely" purpose, as examples (d) and (e) show:\textsuperscript{11}

(d) Pior, perigoso: fios eléctricos arrancados da parede e pendentes, com as pontas descarnadas.

(e) Alice esteve prestes a descrever o estado da casa: cimento nas retretes, fios eléctricos soltos, tudo; mas reteve-se por instinto.

In Norwegian, finally, I was able to find the use of colon associated mainly with direct speech (also previously illustrated), extended speech and the "namely" function, cf. respectively (f) and (g):\textsuperscript{12}

(f) På den sto det med Ingrids skrift: 1 mark kaffe 1 kg ...

(g) Hun skjønte at mamma så dem: Henrik og henne.

These short descriptions are not meant to be exhaustive of usage and/or meaning,\textsuperscript{13} but simply reflect a superficial browsing of the ENPC source texts and my own knowledge of Portuguese. Even though the corpus does not encompass all kinds of written texts, the fact that it was compiled with the objective to provide a comparable set of texts in English and Norwegian makes the results of my comparison more significant.

It should thus be emphasized that languages often appear to have the same devices and/or functions, but differences show up in their markedness and/or their frequency, as well as in the contexts where they are grammatical. Tobin (1994) is an excellent demonstration of such a claim, to which I also arrived in my own work on the contrast of the English and Portuguese tense and aspect systems in Santos (1996).

3.4 A quantitative wrapping up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>:</th>
<th>&lt;$p&gt;$</th>
<th>:&quot;</th>
<th>:–</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ah1 (BrE)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoB</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D12 (BrE)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jbl (BrE)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoB</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng1 (SAE)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoB</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pdj3 (BrE)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Po</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wbl(BrE)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoB</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total E | 188 | 1 | 61 | 2 | 37 | 82 |
| Total P | 395 | 205 | 34 | 45 | 18 | 92 |
| Total N | 321 | 5 | 204 | 0 | 60 | 52 |

Table 1

In order to give some quantitative view of these two phenomena, Table 1 presents, for the six English texts of ENPC translated into both Norwegian and Portuguese, the distribution and number of occurrences of the colon, the colon followed by a new line or by a double quote or by a long dash.

\textsuperscript{11} Examples from the Brazilian Portuguese translation of Doris Lessing's The good terrorist.

\textsuperscript{12} Examples from Herbjørg Wassmo's Huset med den blinde glassveranda.

\textsuperscript{13} For that purpose the reader is invited to look at, for example, Gundersen et al. (1995) for Norwegian Bokmål, Estrela (1987) for European Portuguese, and McCaskill (s.d.) for (American) English. One should also note that, according to the latter, "Authorities disagree on usage of the colon and capitalization after a colon".
(irrespective of blank spaces), or by a capital or non-capital in the texts. (BM = Bokmål; Po = European Portuguese; PoB = Brazilian Portuguese; BrE = British English; SAE = South African English)

Table 2, on the other hand, presents the same data concerning all English and Norwegian texts available, also discriminated between original and translated text. The interpretation of such numbers is left to the reader, who is however advised to take into consideration the diverse uses of these punctuation marks and not only direct speech.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>:</th>
<th>:&lt;p&gt;</th>
<th>:&quot;</th>
<th>:—</th>
<th>:A</th>
<th>:a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English original</td>
<td>2730</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>1204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>translated</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian original</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>translated</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

4. How to handle the colon in a multilingual system including E, N and P

I have argued that multilingual systems do not exist over and above bilingual ones; that punctuation is language dependent; that much natural language processing is based on punctuation. From this, it should follow that it is not a trivial matter to decide how to handle a punctuation mark whose use happens to be different in the three languages. I shall try to show this with the case of the colon.

In theory, there are at least three ways to go about the definitio of sentence or paragraph:

1. One can follow the conventions of each language, and make monolingual decisions based solely on traditional wisdom concerning each language. (This is not that easy, either, because "traditional wisdom" has not been primarily concerned with this kind of matter).

As a security measure, one should not use the same markup tags (why should the "sentence" markup tag have the same meaning in the three languages?), and have Ep, Pp and Np, Es, Ps, Ns ("Ep" standing for English paragraph, "Ps" for Portuguese sentence, etc.). Systematic parallelism would be an empirical question.

Example:

* The colon in English would be a sentence separator if immediately followed by a capital letter; not otherwise.
* The colon in Portuguese is a sentence separator if followed by a capital letter, or by paragraph.
* The colon in Norwegian would be a sentence separator if immediately followed by a capital letter (or by a quote followed by a capital letter); not otherwise.

Consequences of this approach (assuming that comma is not considered a sentence separator in English) for our particular corpus are a) a large number of 1 to 2 Es-Ps, b) a large number of 1 to 2 Es-Ns, c) a few 2 to 1 Ns-Es.

2. One can apply the same conventions to every language, i.e., define the meaning of ":", newline, etc. once and for all as tagging units are concerned. (A natural choice, in a project like the ENPC, would be to adopt the conventions for English, since English is the "pivot" language.14) If the conventions for English differed considerably from those of some other language, however, that would result in a strange encoding from a monolingual point of view, damaging compatibility with independent

---

14 But even projects where such a choice might be more far-fetched, as the German-Norwegian Parallel Corpus of the Department of Germanic Languages of the University of Oslo, and the VerbMobil project (German-Japanese), a nation-wide German project, have used English tags and English analyses as intermediary steps.
encoding of texts in the language in question.

Another choice would be to adapt the minimal set of commonalities among the languages of the project. Such a stance, in addition to not complying exactly with encoding in any of the languages, would easily run into problems if a new language were added. In addition, it would most probably result in too little clues for the tags, i.e., much of the information provided by each language would not be taken into account.

Yet another possibility would be to choose the encoding that maximized the number of 1-1 alignments. Unfortunately, this might not work for all languages involved, in addition to not being consistent with general encoding practice in any of the languages.

Examples:
* The colon is a sentence separator only if followed by paragraph.
* The colon is a sentence separator except if it is immediately followed by quotes or by noncapital letters.

Disadvantage: strange encoding of the languages other than English, which would conflict with independent encoding of the languages in question.

3. One can decide to rely on semantic criteria with a view to make the annotation spirit of the several languages similar, but with the details different from traditional wisdom in any language. In other words, use the meaning of the tags as invariant, but allow the form of punctuation or typesetting to be unconstrained.

Example:
* In addition to s or p units one could define tags like <dsq> "direct speech quotation", <dsi> "direct speech introduction", <dsc> "direct speech comment".

The three following texts would thus consist of a <dsi>-unit followed by a <dsq>-unit, irrespective of quotes, paragraphs and/or colons.

N: Han sa bare: “Jeg vil hjemme”.
E: He said only, “I want to go home.”
P: Ele disse apenas:
— Quero ir para casa.

Even though this would apparently be the best way to proceed, it is also the most complex: there is no a-priori off-the-shelf procedure for any language; no way for a quasi-automated SGML encoding. The alignment might become more complex, and, worst of all, there is no guarantee of real semantic equivalence.

Lots of questions remain unclear: What about, for example, free indirect speech? Should it be encoded in yet a different manner? Should thought and speech receive the same or a different treatment? What about "extended direct speech"? How to count sentence alignment? For a look at some of these questions in a corpus, see Short et al. (1996), who make it clear that it is not a trivial matter to characterize patterns of speech and thought presentation in English. As for contrastive matters, see Salkie (forthcoming), comparing speaker presence and absence in English and German. Salkie amasses substantial evidence for the claim that the questions of reported speech are complex and deserve much investigation.

In any case, I hope to have shown that it is not a trivial matter to handle punctuation when dealing with more than two languages (while for two languages one could have both a source oriented approach or a contrastive approach).

As the three following examples concisely show, there is no single choice for the interpretation of colon and of colon followed by newline that would yield in all cases one-to-one mapping for the two target languages at stake.
E: “I was also told to ask you: Will you write up a case report, including your use of Lotromycin, for publication?”

P: — Pediram-me que lhe perguntassem: Escreverá um relatório sobre o caso, incluindo o uso de Lotromycina, para publicação em alguma revista médica?

N: “Han ba meg spørre om du ville skrve en rapport om dette tilfelle, for ei medisinsk tidsskrift.”

E: And a moment later: "I was about to make coffee, Miss de Grey.

P: Um momento depois, acrescentara:
— Eu ia fazer café quando chegou, Srtá. de Grey.

N: Og litt etter: "Jeg skulle akkurat til å lage litt kaffe.

E: The saleswoman — he observed again that she was young, probably no more than twenty-four — tossed the raincoat onto a chair. She spoke slowly and carefully.

"Ammonia, doctor.

P: A promotora — Andrew observou novamente que ela era jovem, não devia ter mais que 24 anos — largou a capa numa cadeira. E falou devagar, incisivamente:
— Amoniaco, Doutor.

N: Nå slengte hun kåpen over en stol og sa langsomt, med vekt på hvert ord:
"Ammoniaakk.

5. A multilingual corpus?

It is thus time to reflect on the question of a multilingual parallel corpus, of the sort of the one(s) receiving currently much attention (and funding) from European quarters.

If one considers how to build one, the problems presented above show that, in order to optimize alignment (putting into correspondence) two languages, one has to make decisions that either damage alignment with other languages or damage search on the monolingual side.

But this is not the only troubling issue about a multilingual parallel corpus. Issues of its constitution should also be considered: First, while one can follow a set of particular criteria for one particular language, one has to take into account the availability of translations into other languages in order to build a parallel corpus; second, in order to obtain a representative set of translators and translations one must allow a relatively wide time frame (it is not frequent to have several alternative translations of the same work at the same time); third, the same English original, for example, translated into Norwegian and Portuguese may reflect very different standards; last but not least, the number of translations in one direction can be several orders of magnitude larger than in the opposite direction.

Proportionality between genres and modes can, again, be very much language dependent: Even though I have no data as far as this matter is concerned, I suspect that the amount of Internet publishing, the proportion of publication of newspapers vs. magazines, and the ratio poetry:prosa:drama is different in the three languages.

Moreover, even if one is able to achieve a multilingual corpus which has, say, a considerable number of books in one language translated into two other languages; i.e., even when availability is not at stake, what should a comparison of translations into the two languages show? To some extent, such a comparison might elicit a possible similarity between the two target languages — but to identify it, a much better study would be to directly contrast the two languages in question. Because they have distinct systems, direct comparison between the translations could only result in statements such as: Regarding the English phenomenon of X, Portuguese is closer to English than Norwegian. Without questioning the interest that such conclusions may have for translation studies in general, I should note that very few purely linguistic conclusions could be elicited this way.

15 “Conclusions” of the sort Norwegian Y gets translated by Portuguese Z are obviously unwarranted, for the reasons expounded on Section 1 above.
In fact, even if the goal is of a practical sort, typically foreign language teaching, where such comparisons would seek to find difficulties specific to source language learning, i.e., general difficulties for learning/teaching English, it is hard to believe that it will be easier (or more difficult) for a Portuguese to learn English if he knows that a Norwegian has the same (or does not have the same) problem. It seems to me that, no matter the problem is general to all learners of English or just those with the native language X, teaching of English must be made relevant to the native language X. It won't help to invoke a language which the speaker does not know.

In a nutshell, I question the utility of amassing multilingual parallel corpora, as opposed to a set of bilingual corpora. Would it bring us more than studying each bilingual parallel corpus in detail? My answer is a clear no.
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